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Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com> 17 Oktober 2022 pukul 14.17
Balas Ke: sustainability@mdpi.com
Kepada: Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>

Dear Dr. Lestari,

Thank you very much for uploading the following manuscript to the MDPI
submission system. One of our editors will be in touch with you soon.

Journal name: Sustainability
Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
Type of manuscript: Article
Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural Attractions in Lombok
Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
Received: 17 October 2022
E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id, kamaludin@unram.ac.id
Submitted to section: Tourism, Culture, and Heritage,
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/sections/culture_and_heritage
Advances in Marketing and Managing Tourism Destinations
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD

You can follow progress of your manuscript at the following link (login
required):
https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/review_info/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc

The following points were confirmed during submission:

1. Sustainability is an open access journal with publishing fees of 2000 CHF
for an accepted paper (see https://www.mdpi.com/about/apc/ for details). This
manuscript, if accepted, will be published under an open access Creative
Commons CC BY license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), and I
agree to pay the Article Processing Charges as described on the journal
webpage (https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/apc). See
https://www.mdpi.com/about/openaccess for more information about open access
publishing.

Please note that you may be entitled to a discount if you have previously
received a discount code or if your institute is participating in the MDPI
Institutional Open Access Program (IOAP), for more information see
https://www.mdpi.com/about/ioap. If you have been granted any other special
discounts for your submission, please contact the Sustainability editorial
office.

2. I understand that:

a. If previously published material is reproduced in my manuscript, I will
provide proof that I have obtained the necessary copyright permission.
(Please refer to the Rights & Permissions website:
https://www.mdpi.com/authors/rights).

b. My manuscript is submitted on the understanding that it has not been
published in or submitted to another peer-reviewed journal. Exceptions to
this rule are papers containing material disclosed at conferences. I confirm
that I will inform the journal editorial office if this is the case for my
manuscript. I confirm that all authors are familiar with and agree with
submission of the contents of the manuscript. The journal editorial office
reserves the right to contact all authors to confirm this in case of doubt. I
will provide email addresses for all authors and an institutional e-mail
address for at least one of the co-authors, and specify the name, address and
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e-mail for invoicing purposes.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact the
Sustainability editorial office at sustainability@mdpi.com

Kind regards,
Sustainability Editorial Office
St. Alban-Anlage 66, 4052 Basel, Switzerland
E-Mail: sustainability@mdpi.com
Tel. +41 61 683 77 34
Fax: +41 61 302 89 18
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Cc: Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com>, Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office
<sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Dr. Lestari,

Your paper has been assigned to Dawn Dai, who will be your main point of
contact as your paper is processed further.

Journal: Sustainability
Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural Attractions in Lombok
Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA

Received: 17 October 2022
E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id, kamaludin@unram.ac.id

You can find it here:
https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/review_info/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc

Best regards,
Ms. Dawn Dai
E-Mail: dawn.dai@mdpi.com

--
MDPI Office

MDPI Sustainability Editorial Office
St. Alban-Anlage 66, 4052 Basel, Switzerland
E-Mail: sustainability@mdpi.com
http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability

Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id> 18 Oktober 2022 pukul 12.31
Draf Untuk: dawn.dai@mdpi.com

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id> 18 Oktober 2022 pukul 12.31
Draf Untuk: dawn.dai@mdpi.com

Dear Dawn Dai,

Pada tanggal Sel, 18 Okt 2022 09:46, Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com> menulis:
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id> 18 Oktober 2022 pukul 12.37
Kepada: dawn.dai@mdpi.com

Dear Ms Dawn Dai,

Thank you very much for your information.
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Best Regards, 

Yuni Budi Lestari

Pada tanggal Sel, 18 Okt 2022 09:46, Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com> menulis:
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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sustainability@mdpi.com <sustainability@mdpi.com> 19 Oktober 2022 pukul 06.38
Balas Ke: dawn.dai@mdpi.com
Kepada: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id
Cc: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id, sustainability@mdpi.com, dawn.dai@mdpi.com

Dear Dr. Lestari,

Thank you very much for your confirmation of the Article Processing Charge of
2000  CHF for the following manuscript:

Journal name: Sustainability
Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
Type of manuscript: Article
Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural Attractions in Lombok
Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
Received: 17 October 2022
E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id, kamaludin@unram.ac.id

Please note that the invoice will be sent to the below address immediately
after your paper is accepted.
-----------------------------
Name:Yuni Budi Lestari
Address:Dr. Yuni Budi Lestari
University of Mataram
English Department
JL. Damar H  07 Perumahan Lingkar Pratama
Pagutan
83117 Mataram, West Nusa Tenggara
Indonesia
E-Mail:yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id
-----------------------------
Changes to the invoice, including the addition of new vouchers, are not
possible after paper acceptance.
If any of the above information is incorrect, please let us know as soon as
possible.

Kind regards,
Sustainability Editorial Office
Postfach, CH-4020 Basel, Switzerland
Office: St. Alban-Anlage 66, CH-4052 Basel
Tel. +41 61 683 77 34 (office)
E-mail: sustainability@mdpi.com
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/
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Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com> 2 November 2022 pukul 14.08
Balas Ke: dawn.dai@mdpi.com
Kepada: Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Dr. Lestari,

Thank you again for your manuscript submission:

Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
Type of manuscript: Article
Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural Attractions in Lombok
Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
Received: 17 October 2022
E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id, kamaludin@unram.ac.id
Submitted to section: Tourism, Culture, and Heritage,
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/sections/culture_and_heritage
Advances in Marketing and Managing Tourism Destinations
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD

Your manuscript has been reviewed by experts in the field. Please find your
manuscript with the referee reports at this link:
https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/resubmit/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc

(I) Please revise your manuscript according to the referees’ comments and
upload the revised file within 6 days.
(II) Please use the version of your manuscript found at the above link for
your revisions.
(III) Please check that all references are relevant to the contents of the
manuscript.
(IV) Any revisions made to the manuscript should be marked up using the
“Track Changes” function if you are using MS Word/LaTeX, such that
changes can be easily viewed by the editors and reviewers.
(V) Please provide a short cover letter detailing your changes for the
editors’ and referees’ approval.

If one of the referees has suggested that your manuscript should undergo
extensive English revisions, please address this issue during revision. We
propose that you use one of the editing services listed at
https://www.mdpi.com/authors/english or have your manuscript checked by a
native English-speaking colleague.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the
revision of your manuscript or if you need more time. We look forward to
hearing from you soon.

Kind regards,
Ms. Dawn Dai
E-Mail: dawn.dai@mdpi.com

--
MDPI Office

MDPI Sustainability Editorial Office
St. Alban-Anlage 66, 4052 Basel, Switzerland
E-Mail: sustainability@mdpi.com
http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
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Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id> 3 November 2022 pukul 18.33
Kepada: dawn.dai@mdpi.com
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Ms Dawn Dai, 

Thank you very much and I will revise it based on the referees' suggestions.

Best Regards,

Yuni
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id> 7 November 2022 pukul 10.49
Kepada: dawn.dai@mdpi.com

Dear Ms Dawn Dai,

Would you please give me an extension to submit my revised manuscript? I need one more week to revise it. Actually,
I wanted to send my revised manuscript this morning, but I just saw the third reviewer's comments this morning.
Last night, I still saw that there were only two reviewers. That is the reason for asking for the extension. Thank you
very much.

Best Regards,

Yuni Budi Lestari. 

Pada tanggal Rab, 2 Nov 2022 pukul 13.08 Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com> menulis:
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com> 8 November 2022 pukul 09.35
Kepada: Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Dr. Lestari,

Thank you for your email.

I am willing to give this extension.

Please kindly resubmit your revised version when you complete it.

Warm thanks for your cooperation.

Kind regards,
Dawn Dai

On 2022/11/7 10:49, Yuni Budi Lestari wrote:
CAUTION - EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of MDPI organisation. BE CAUTIOUS especially to
click links or open attachments.

Dear Ms Dawn Dai,

Would you please give me an extension to submit my revised manuscript? I need one more week to revise it.
Actually, I wanted to send my revised manuscript this morning, but I just saw the third reviewer's comments this
morning. Last night, I still saw that there were only two reviewers. That is the reason for asking for the extension.
Thank you very much.

Best Regards,

Yuni Budi Lestari.

Pada tanggal Rab, 2 Nov 2022 pukul 13.08 Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com
<mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com>> menulis:
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    Dear Dr. Lestari,

    Thank you again for your manuscript submission:

    Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
    Type of manuscript: Article
    Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural Attractions
    in Lombok
    Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
    Received: 17 October 2022
    E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id
    <mailto:yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>, kamaludin@unram.ac.id
    <mailto:kamaludin@unram.ac.id>
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
    E-Mail: dawn.dai@mdpi.com <mailto:dawn.dai@mdpi.com>

    --
    MDPI Office

    MDPI Sustainability Editorial Office
    St. Alban-Anlage 66, 4052 Basel, Switzerland
    E-Mail: sustainability@mdpi.com <mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com>
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    <http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability>

Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id> 8 November 2022 pukul 12.13
Kepada: Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Ms Dawn Dai,

Thank you very much.

Best Regards,

Yuni
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com> 14 November 2022 pukul 09.41
Kepada: Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Dr. Lestari,

Hope this email finds you well.

Could you please resubmit your revised version at your earliest convenience?

https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/resubmit/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc

Warm thanks for your cooperation. I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards,
Dawn Dai

On 2022/11/8 12:13, Yuni Budi Lestari wrote:
CAUTION - EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of MDPI organisation. BE CAUTIOUS especially to
click links or open attachments.

Dear Ms Dawn Dai,

Thank you very much.

Best Regards,

Yuni

Pada tanggal Sel, 8 Nov 2022 09:35, Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com <mailto:dawn.dai@mdpi.com>> menulis:

    Dear Dr. Lestari,

    Thank you for your email.

    I am willing to give this extension.

    Please kindly resubmit your revised version when you complete it.

    Warm thanks for your cooperation.

    Kind regards,
    Dawn Dai

    On 2022/11/7 10:49, Yuni Budi Lestari wrote:
     > CAUTION - EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of MDPI
     > organisation. BE CAUTIOUS especially to click links or open
    attachments.
     >
     > Dear Ms Dawn Dai,
     >
     > Would you please give me an extension to submit my revised
    manuscript? I
     > need one more week to revise it. Actually, I wanted to send my
    revised
     > manuscript this morning, but I just saw the third reviewer's
    comments
     > this morning. Last night, I still saw that there were only two
     > reviewers. That is the reason for asking for the extension. Thank
    you
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     > very much.
     >
     > Best Regards,
     >
     > Yuni Budi Lestari.
     >
     >
     > Pada tanggal Rab, 2 Nov 2022 pukul 13.08 Sustainability Editorial
    Office
     > <sustainability@mdpi.com <mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com>
    <mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com <mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com>>>
    menulis:
     >
     >     Dear Dr. Lestari,
     >
     >     Thank you again for your manuscript submission:
     >
     >     Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
     >     Type of manuscript: Article
     >     Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural
    Attractions
     >     in Lombok
     >     Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
     >     Received: 17 October 2022
     >     E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id
    <mailto:yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
     >     <mailto:yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id
    <mailto:yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>>, kamaludin@unram.ac.id
    <mailto:kamaludin@unram.ac.id>
     >     <mailto:kamaludin@unram.ac.id <mailto:kamaludin@unram.ac.id>>
     >     Submitted to section: Tourism, Culture, and Heritage,
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    https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/sections/culture_and_heritage
    <https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/sections/culture_and_heritage>
     >         <https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/sections/culture_and_heritage
<https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/sections/culture_and_heritage>>
     >     Advances in Marketing and Managing Tourism Destinations
     >
    https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD
    <https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD>
     >         <https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD
<https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD>>
     >
     >     Your manuscript has been reviewed by experts in the field. Please
     >     find your
     >     manuscript with the referee reports at this link:
     >
    https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/resubmit/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc
    <https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/resubmit/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc>
     >         <https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/resubmit/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc
<https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/resubmit/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc>>
     >
     >     (I) Please revise your manuscript according to the referees’
     >     comments and
     >     upload the revised file within 6 days.
     >     (II) Please use the version of your manuscript found at the above
     >     link for
     >     your revisions.
     >     (III) Please check that all references are relevant to the
    contents
     >     of the
     >     manuscript.
     >     (IV) Any revisions made to the manuscript should be marked up
    using the
     >     “Track Changes” function if you are using MS Word/LaTeX, such
    that
     >     changes can be easily viewed by the editors and reviewers.
     >     (V) Please provide a short cover letter detailing your
    changes for the
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Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Ms. Dawn Dai

We had a slow down due to computer problems. We are finished with it but we need time to write the summary of
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Kepada: Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>

Dear Dr. Lestari,

Thank you very much for resubmitting the modified version of the following
manuscript:

Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
Type of manuscript: Article
Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural Attractions in Lombok
Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
Received: 17 October 2022
E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id, kamaludin@unram.ac.id
Submitted to section: Tourism, Culture, and Heritage,
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/sections/culture_and_heritage
Advances in Marketing and Managing Tourism Destinations
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD
https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/review_info/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc

A member of the editorial office will be in touch with you soon regarding
progress of the manuscript.

Kind regards,
Sustainability Editorial Office
Postfach, CH-4020 Basel, Switzerland
Office: St. Alban-Anlage 66, CH-4052 Basel
Tel. +41 61 683 77 34 (office)
E-mail: sustainability@mdpi.com
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/
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Dear Dr. Lestari,

Thank you very much for providing the revised version of your paper:

Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
Type of manuscript: Article
Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural Attractions in Lombok
Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
Received: 17 October 2022
E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id, kamaludin@unram.ac.id
Submitted to section: Tourism, Culture, and Heritage,
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/sections/culture_and_heritage
Advances in Marketing and Managing Tourism Destinations
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD
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We will continue processing your paper and will keep you informed about the
status of your submission.

Kind regards,
Ms. Dawn Dai
E-Mail: dawn.dai@mdpi.com
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MDPI Office
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Best Regards,
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Thank you again for your manuscript submission:
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Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
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Your manuscript has been reviewed by experts in the field. Please find your
manuscript with the referee reports at this link:
https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/resubmit/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc

(I) Please revise your manuscript according to the referees’ comments and
upload the revised file within 2 days.
(II) Please use the version of your manuscript found at the above link for
your revisions. 
(III) Please check that all references are relevant to the contents of the
manuscript.
(IV) Any revisions made to the manuscript should be marked up using the
“Track Changes” function if you are using MS Word/LaTeX, such that
changes can be easily viewed by the editors and reviewers.
(V) Please provide a short cover letter detailing your changes for the
editors’ and referees’ approval.

If one of the referees has suggested that your manuscript should undergo
extensive English revisions, please address this issue during revision. We
propose that you use one of the editing services listed at
https://www.mdpi.com/authors/english or have your manuscript checked by a
native English-speaking colleague.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the
revision of your manuscript or if you need more time. We look forward to
hearing from you soon.

Kind regards,
Ms. Dawn Dai
E-Mail: dawn.dai@mdpi.com
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manuscript with the referee reports at this link:
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(I) Please revise your manuscript according to the referees’ comments and
upload the revised file within 2 days.
(II) Please use the version of your manuscript found at the above link for
your revisions. 
(III) Please check that all references are relevant to the contents of the
manuscript.
(IV) Any revisions made to the manuscript should be marked up using the
“Track Changes” function if you are using MS Word/LaTeX, such that
changes can be easily viewed by the editors and reviewers.
(V) Please provide a short cover letter detailing your changes for the
editors’ and referees’ approval.

If one of the referees has suggested that your manuscript should undergo
extensive English revisions, please address this issue during revision. We
propose that you use one of the editing services listed at
https://www.mdpi.com/authors/english or have your manuscript checked by a
native English-speaking colleague.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding the
revision of your manuscript or if you need more time. We look forward to
hearing from you soon.

Kind regards,
Ms. Dawn Dai
E-Mail: dawn.dai@mdpi.com
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Dear Dr. Lestari,
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manuscript:
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A member of the editorial office will be in touch with you soon regarding
progress of the manuscript.

Kind regards,
Sustainability Editorial Office
Postfach, CH-4020 Basel, Switzerland
Office: St. Alban-Anlage 66, CH-4052 Basel
Tel. +41 61 683 77 34 (office)
E-mail: sustainability@mdpi.com
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Dear Dr. Lestari,

Thank you for resubmitting your revised version.

I noticed that the corresponding author was changed to Dr.Kamaludin YUSRA .

According to our publishing rules, the modification of the corresponding author is not permitted.

Warm thanks for your cooperation.

Kind regards,
Dawn Dai
On 2022/11/18 15:52, Yuni Budi Lestari wrote:

CAUTION - EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of MDPI organisation. BE CAUTIOUS especially to
click links or open attachments.

Dear Ms. Dawn Dai,

Thank you very much , I will revise and submit it soon.

Best Regards,

Yuni

Pada tanggal Jum, 18 Nov 2022 09:35, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com
<mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com>> menulis:

    Dear Dr. Lestari,

    Thank you again for your manuscript submission:

    Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
    Type of manuscript: Article
    Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural Attractions
    in Lombok
    Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
    Received: 17 October 2022
    E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id
    <mailto:yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>, kamaludin@unram.ac.id
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    Submitted to section: Tourism, Culture, and Heritage,
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    Advances in Marketing and Managing Tourism Destinations
    https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD
    <https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD>

    Your manuscript has been reviewed by experts in the field. Please
    find your
    manuscript with the referee reports at this link:
    https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/resubmit/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc
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    upload the revised file within 2 days.
    (II) Please use the version of your manuscript found at the above
    link for
    your revisions.
    (III) Please check that all references are relevant to the contents
    of the
    manuscript.
    (IV) Any revisions made to the manuscript should be marked up using the
    “Track Changes” function if you are using MS Word/LaTeX, such that
    changes can be easily viewed by the editors and reviewers.
    (V) Please provide a short cover letter detailing your changes for the
    editors’ and referees’ approval.

    If one of the referees has suggested that your manuscript should
    undergo
    extensive English revisions, please address this issue during
    revision. We
    propose that you use one of the editing services listed at
    https://www.mdpi.com/authors/english
    <https://www.mdpi.com/authors/english> or have your manuscript
    checked by a
    native English-speaking colleague.

    Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions
    regarding the
    revision of your manuscript or if you need more time. We look
    forward to
    hearing from you soon.

    Kind regards,
    Ms. Dawn Dai
    E-Mail: dawn.dai@mdpi.com <mailto:dawn.dai@mdpi.com>

    --
    MDPI Office

    MDPI Sustainability Editorial Office
    St. Alban-Anlage 66, 4052 Basel, Switzerland
    E-Mail: sustainability@mdpi.com <mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com>
    http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
    <http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability>

Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id> 21 November 2022 pukul 10.59
Kepada: Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Ms Dawn Dai,

Thank you for your information about the publication rule related to the corresponding author and we will follow the
rule. But, should we resubmit the manuscript with Yuni Budi Lestari as the corresponding author? Thank you very
much.

Best Regards, 

Yuni 

[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id> 21 November 2022 pukul 11.18
Kepada: Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Dawn Dai,
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This email is the second email responding to your email today. I am sending you this second email today because I
was wondering if it is possible to have shared corresponding authors? so, the first corresponding author is Yuni Budi
Lestari and the second corresponding author is Kamaludin Yusra? Thank you very much.

Best Regards,
   Yuni 
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]

Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com> 21 November 2022 pukul 11.33
Kepada: Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Dr. Lestari,

Thank you for your reply.

The attached authorship change form should be filled out first. All the authors' signatures should be handwritten (Kind
note that a picture is not permitted).

According to our publishing rules, could you please provide me with
detailed reasons for this change?

Then I will communicate with the Editorial Office about this change.

Warm thanks for your cooperation. I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards,
Dawn Dai

On 2022/11/21 11:18, Yuni Budi Lestari wrote:
CAUTION - EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of MDPI organisation. BE CAUTIOUS especially to
click links or open attachments.

Dear Dawn Dai,

This email is the second email responding to your email today. I am sending you this second email today because I
was wondering if it is possible to have shared corresponding authors? so, the first corresponding author is Yuni
Budi Lestari and the second corresponding author is Kamaludin Yusra? Thank you very much.

Best Regards,
    Yuni

Pada tanggal Sen, 21 Nov 2022 pukul 10.36 Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com <mailto:dawn.dai@mdpi.com>>
menulis:

    Dear Dr. Lestari,

    Thank you for resubmitting your revised version.

    I noticed that the corresponding author was changed to Dr.Kamaludin
    YUSRA .

    According to our publishing rules, the modification of the
    corresponding
    author is not permitted.

    Warm thanks for your cooperation.

    Kind regards,
    Dawn Dai
    On 2022/11/18 15:52, Yuni Budi Lestari wrote:
     > CAUTION - EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of MDPI
     > organisation. BE CAUTIOUS especially to click links or open
    attachments.
     >
     > Dear Ms. Dawn Dai,
     >
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     > Thank you very much , I will revise and submit it soon.
     >
     > Best Regards,
     >
     > Yuni
     >
     > Pada tanggal Jum, 18 Nov 2022 09:35, Sustainability Editorial Office
     > <sustainability@mdpi.com <mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com>
    <mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com <mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com>>>
    menulis:
     >
     >     Dear Dr. Lestari,
     >
     >     Thank you again for your manuscript submission:
     >
     >     Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
     >     Type of manuscript: Article
     >     Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural
    Attractions
     >     in Lombok
     >     Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
     >     Received: 17 October 2022
     >     E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id
    <mailto:yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
     >     <mailto:yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id
    <mailto:yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>>, kamaludin@unram.ac.id
    <mailto:kamaludin@unram.ac.id>
     >     <mailto:kamaludin@unram.ac.id <mailto:kamaludin@unram.ac.id>>
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
    <mailto:dawn.dai@mdpi.com <mailto:dawn.dai@mdpi.com>>
     >
     >     --
     >     MDPI Office
     >
     >     MDPI Sustainability Editorial Office
     >     St. Alban-Anlage 66, 4052 Basel, Switzerland
     >     E-Mail: sustainability@mdpi.com
    <mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com> <mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com
    <mailto:sustainability@mdpi.com>>
     > http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
    <http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability>
     >     <http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability
    <http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability>>
     >

Manuscript ID - Change of Authorship Form-template.docx
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Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id> 21 November 2022 pukul 12.47
Kepada: Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Dawn Dai,

Thank you very much for your reply, ingormation and suggestion. We will do as you suggested soon. Thank you.

Best Regards,

 Yuni
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com> 21 November 2022 pukul 17.15
Balas Ke: dawn.dai@mdpi.com
Kepada: Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Dr. Lestari,

Thank you very much for providing the revised version of your paper:

The corresponding author will keep as Dr. Yuni Budi Lestari.

Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
Type of manuscript: Article
Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural Attractions in Lombok
Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
Received: 17 October 2022
E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id, kamaludin@unram.ac.id
Submitted to section: Tourism, Culture, and Heritage,
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/sections/culture_and_heritage
Advances in Marketing and Managing Tourism Destinations
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD
https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/review_info/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc

We will continue processing your paper and will keep you informed about the
status of your submission.

Kind regards,
Ms. Dawn Dai
E-Mail: dawn.dai@mdpi.com

--
MDPI Office

MDPI Sustainability Editorial Office
St. Alban-Anlage 66, 4052 Basel, Switzerland
E-Mail: sustainability@mdpi.com
http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability

Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id> 22 November 2022 pukul 08.05
Kepada: Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com>
Cc: Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>

Dear Ms. Dawn Dai,

Thank you very much.

Best Regards,
  Yuni
[Kutipan teks disembunyikan]
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[Sustainability] Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378 - Funding Information
Confirmation
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Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com> 23 November 2022 pukul 16.04
Balas Ke: sustainability@mdpi.com, dawn.dai@mdpi.com
Kepada: Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>, Kamaludin YUSRA <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>
Cc: Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>, Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com>

Dear Authors,

When you submitted, you added the following funding information in the
system. Your manuscript has now been accepted. Please carefully check and
ensure that the funding information is correct in any places where it appears
in your manuscript.

Funding information in our system:
National Comptetitive Foundation Reasearch Funding: 117/E5/PG.02.00.PT/2022

Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
Type of manuscript: Article
Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural Attractions in Lombok
Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin YUSRA
Received: 17 October 2022
E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id, kamaludin@unram.ac.id
Submitted to section: Tourism, Culture, and Heritage,
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/sections/culture_and_heritage
Advances in Marketing and Managing Tourism Destinations
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD

You can check it at:
https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/review_info/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc

If you have any questions or if you require any modifications, please contact
us.

Kind regards,
Submission System
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Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com> 23 November 2022 pukul 16.04
Balas Ke: info@sciprofiles.com, dawn.dai@mdpi.com
Kepada: Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
Cc: Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com>

Dear Dr. Lestari,

Congratulations on your paper being accepted for publication in
Sustainability.

To enhance your visibility, as well as that of your co-authors, we would like
to invite you to set up profiles on SciProfiles (https://sciprofiles.com).
Once you have finished the registration process, we will update mdpi.com to
link all your articles to your profile. 

You can use the link below to register or log in using your MDPI credentials:
https://sciprofiles.com/author_registration/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc/
aUs2Yys5ckNxSjM2SmJobDAzaXVad2NkdkQ4M2ZKZm1GcE1HNU45MDl0VT0=

When filling in your profile, please:
1. Use the email address that is associated with your publications if
possible;
2. Add a photo to help colleagues to identify you easily and to enhance the
visibility of your profile;
3. Verify your ORCID ID so that publication records from your ORCID can then
be added to your profile automatically;
4. Populate your profile with any projects, past and current, or conferences
you have attended or plan to attend.

If you have any questions, please feel free to visit the FAQs page
(https://sciprofiles.com/help-center) or contact us at info@sciprofiles.com
or via the contact form here (https://sciprofiles.com/contact).

Kind regards,

Dr. Shu-Kun Lin and the SciProfiles Team
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Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com> 24 November 2022 pukul 14.18
Balas Ke: Dawn Dai <dawn.dai@mdpi.com>, Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>
Kepada: Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
Cc: sustainability@mdpi.com

Dear Authors,

We have recently sent you a request for final proof-reading of
sustainability-2004378. You now have the option to connect your ORCID to the
paper via the following link:

https://susy.mdpi.com/author/orcid/confirm/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc

ORCID is an open, non-profit, community-based effort to provide a registry of
unique researcher identifiers and a transparent method of linking research
activities and outputs to these identifiers. ORCID is unique in its ability
to reach across disciplines, publishers, research sectors, and national
boundaries and its cooperation with other identifier systems. The link above
allows you to register a new ORCID if you don't already have one.

Best regards,
Ms. Abby Zhang
Production Editor
E-Mail: abby.zhang@mdpi.com
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Abby Zhang <abby.zhang@mdpi.com> 24 November 2022 pukul 14.18
Balas Ke: Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>, Abby Zhang <abby.zhang@mdpi.com>
Kepada: Yuni Budi Lestari <yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id>
Cc: Sustainability Editorial Office <sustainability@mdpi.com>, Kamaludin Yusra <kamaludin@unram.ac.id>, Dawn Dai
<dawn.dai@mdpi.com>, Abby Zhang <abby.zhang@mdpi.com>

Dear Dr. Lestari,

We invite you to proofread your manuscript to ensure that this is the final
version that can be published and confirm that you will require no further
changes:

At MDPI, we believe in the fast dissemination of sound, valid scientific
knowledge. Once accepted for publication, we aim to ensure that research is
published as soon as possible.

Please upload the final proofed version of your manuscript within 24 hours,
and please remember that we are able to be flexible with this timeframe
should you alert us. If you need more time, please inform the Assistant
Editor of the expected date that you will be able to return the proofread
version.

Manuscript ID: sustainability-2004378
Type of manuscript: Article
Title: Identifying Tourism Potentials of Ethno-cultural Attractions in Lombok
Authors: Yuni Budi Lestari *, Kamaludin Yusra
Received: 17 October 2022
E-mails: yunibudilestari@unram.ac.id, kamaludin@unram.ac.id
Submitted to section: Tourism, Culture, and Heritage,
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/sections/culture_and_heritage
Advances in Marketing and Managing Tourism Destinations
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/topical_collections/tourism_MD

Please read the following instructions carefully before proofreading:

1) Download the manuscript from the link provided at the end of this message
and upload the final proofed version via the second link. If you experience
any difficulties, please contact the Sustainability Editorial Office.

2) Please use Microsoft Word's built-in track changes function to highlight
any changes you make, or send a comprehensive list of changes in a separate
document. Note that this is the *last chance* to make textual changes to the
manuscript. Some style and formatting changes may have been made by the
production team, please do not revert these changes.

3) All authors must agree to the final version. Check carefully that authors'
names and affiliations are correct, and that funding sources are correctly
acknowledged. Incorrect author names or affiliations are picked up by
indexing databases, such as the Web of Science or PubMed, and can be
difficult to correct.

After proofreading, final production will be carried out. Note that changes
to the position of figures and tables may occur during the final steps.
Changes can be made to a paper published online only at the discretion of the
Editorial Office.

Please download the final version of your paper for proofreading here:
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and upload here:

https://susy.mdpi.com/user/manuscripts/resubmit/00ad881b9c4405dd16b80b1b543228dc

This manuscript includes supplementary materials, which you can find at the
second link, above. Please note that citations and references in
Supplementary files are permitted provided that they also appear in the
reference list of the main text. Please ensure that you proofread your
supplementary materials and upload them together with the manuscript.

We look forward to hearing from you soon.

Kind regards,
Ms. Abby Zhang
Production Editor
E-Mail: abby.zhang@mdpi.com
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Dear  Ms. Abby Zhang,
 
We will proofread it and submit it tomorrow. Thank you very much.

Best Regards,
  Yuni 
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Dear Dr. Lestari,

Thank you very much for resubmitting the modified version of the following
manuscript:
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Type of manuscript: Article
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A member of the editorial office will be in touch with you soon regarding
progress of the manuscript.

Kind regards,
Sustainability Editorial Office
Postfach, CH-4020 Basel, Switzerland
Office: St. Alban-Anlage 66, CH-4052 Basel
Tel. +41 61 683 77 34 (office)
E-mail: sustainability@mdpi.com
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/
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